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Topics include:
Medical Abuses Against
Women of Color
Abortion and the
Genocide Question
Genetic Screening and
New Technologies
Racism in the Pro-Choice
Movement
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What would reproductive justice
look like in your life?
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RJ at 20 convening in CHicago
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Reproductive Justice and ‘Choice': An Open Letter
to Planned Parenthood
by Monica Simpson, SisterSong
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Whether stemming from oversight or
from deliberate exclusion, the New
York Times story, “ Advocates Shun
‘Pro-Choice’ to Expand Message ,”
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and the Huffington Post essay,
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“ We’re Fighting for Access, Not
Choice,” suggests very clearly that
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Planned Parenthood did not inform
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Abortion on @girlsHBO rhrc.us/1AL60jn — this
week's podcast by @AmandaMarcotte

the reporters of the long-term work of
scores of reproductive justice
organizations, activists, and
researchers that have challenged the

The recent exclusion of the long-term work of scor es of

“pro-choice” label for 20 years. Many

reproductive justice organizations, activists, and
researchers that have challenged the “pr o-choice” label for

of us received feedback fr om the
New York Times reporter, Jackie
Calmes, conﬁrming that this history
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20 years, seen recently in New York Times and Huffington

Even when outlawed, shackling in childbirth
continues in NY prisons rhrc.us/19fUjXE

Post articles, is not only disheartening but, intentionally or
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was not presented to her by the

not, continues the co-optation and erasur e of the
tremendously hard work done by Indigenous women and

mainstream reproductive rights

women of color for decades. (Shutterstock)

organizations with which she spoke.
This is not only disheartening but, intentionally or not, continues the co-optation and erasur e
of the tremendously hard work done by Indigenous women and women of color (WOC) for
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decades.
Facebook
Indigenous women and women of color have a very rich history of understanding
intersectionality well befor e it became a framework. In 1994, a r oom full of women of color

Like 63,067 people like this.

worked on naming the speciﬁc injustices we all face on a daily basis, focusing speciﬁcally on
creating a framework that would move us beyond the traditional pr o-choice narrative and
into the reality of our lived experiences as a rich, nuanced, and intersectional community . As
a movement, we honor the Black women who named this gr oundbreaking shift as
reproductive justice (RJ), especially as we at SisterSong pr epare to celebrate the 20th
anniversary this fall.
http:/ / rhrealitycheck.org/ article/ 2014/ 08/ 05/ reproductive- justice- choice- open- letter- planned- parenthood/
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What is reproductive justice?
“…the social, political and
economic power and
resources to make healthy
decisions about our gender,
bodies and sexuality for our
selves, our families and our
communities. ”
-Asian Communities for Reproductive
Justice, “A New Vision,” (2005)
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